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About This Content

Car Mechanic Simulator 2015 - Mercedes-Benz includes two legendary, licensed Mercedes-Benz cars:

- 300 SL Gullwing (W198):
Introduced in 1954, world's fastest production car of its day. First-ever production fuel-injection. Gull-wing doors. Iconic.

- 560 SEC (W126)
Most powerful and desired version of one of the most beautiful cars in history.

Experience them in superb quality and astonishing level of details.
Repair, drive, buy, sell and contemplate them.

CHECK OUT UPDATES AND NEWS ABOUT CAR MECHANIC SIMULATOR:
facebook.com/PlayWayGames

twitter.com/Play_Way
playway.com
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Tiny Bubbles is a world class casual puzzle game. It's a joy to play each moment because the physics are so robust, and it still
manages to be a genuine challenge. I love how the mechanics are loose enough to where you straight up have to quickly finesse
the physics sometimes to beat the level, or you can take your time and megamind it. Add the "Nick's Praise Award" to your
giant award cabinet.. Unironically the best game of 2018 and 2019.. A fun RTS that's reminiscent of the old age of
empires\/Warcraft games... with it's on map editor and multiple game modes,
what's not to like?. Pretty nice game with a unique game mechanic for a puzzle game.
Puzzles are kinda easy tough, but okay for the price.. good trip down memory lane. Great game, engaging with good graphic. I
keep my fingers crossed.. I was a little unsure about buying this initially as my computer is nothing special. A lot of my add-ons
have been great and have given me no issues whatsoever- but at times I've over-reached and lost money on things that don't
work.
This little add-on, coupled with Accufeel and ActiveSky have made my simming experience much richer. Happy to report no
problems and very satisfied with the product. I'm hoping that over time more areas of the world will be covered.. Fun game,
terrible controller scheme. Had to reconfigure the controls just to make the pause button actually pause.. Unreserved thumbs up
for this one. It is, as advertised, a whaling management game. However, it also has touches of Silent Hunter and Cutthroats.
You're a whaler, and the damn things dont stay put - so you've got to sail the seas looking for things to murder. So its sandbox,
but there's a plot - based around Moby\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665- and RPG elements as well.

Gameplay is relatively simple - the card fight system takes a little time to master, but overall pretty straight forward. It can also
be quite lethal - sharks are not your friends, nor are angry blue whales. Even if you manage to keep your own character alive,
you may find yourself shedding crew to murderous narwhals or scurvy pirates. Graphics are simple but not badly done, and
other that one scrolling glitch resolved by restarting the game, the game seems bug free.

Of particular note is the soundtrack, which really makes the game. It could just be a board game with the premise of whaling,
but the sea shanties - authentic by the sounds of them - set the mood and tone of this game in a way thats very rare in computer
games. Think Bastion or Evil Genius.. absolute meme
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Becoming a real true fan of Saphire Dragon Production's works..Besides being very entertaining in terms of high quality, depth,
relevant and accurate information embedded in the story line, the music is just divine. With "True Lover's Knot, I particularly
enjoyed the story line, the music, the trivia I learned about Spain and most of all the mini games which initially was elementary
and later required more strategy to avoid having to retry so I could follow the story line quicker. I love the Theme Song and
highly recommend this VIN (Visual Interactive Novel).. This game story is amazing, I felt as invested as read any Game Of
Thrones or Lord or The Rings.

First I should tell that you should first play the prequel which is Dark Eye Chains of Satinav, which is a great story as well. That
game is such as good as this and while the ending is complete , the continuation in Memoria makes that a great setup for
memoria great tale.

Both games stories are written to perfection. While many point and click are supported by comedy, this series is supported by
telling a great tale such as those you find in great books.

Just as FYI, playing in 4k resolution isnt perfect since the windows scaling messes up the main menu, but since the actual game
is not impacted you can complete everything.. \u3053\u308c\u306f\u30aa\u30bb\u30ed\u3067\u3059
\u305d\u308c\u4ee5\u4e0a\u3067\u3082\u305d\u308c\u4ee5\u4e0b\u3067\u3082\u3042\u308a\u307e\u305b\u3093
\u30aa\u30f3\u30e9\u30a4\u30f3\u3067\u5bfe\u6226\u304c\u51fa\u5207\u308b\u306e\u3067\u30d5\u30ec\u30f3\u30c9\u30
68\u4e00\u7dd2\u306b\u3088\u304f\u5bfe\u6226\u3057\u3066\u3044\u307e\u3059
\uff11\u30b2\u30fc\u30e0\u5927\u4f5310\u5206\u304b\u3089\uff11\uff15\u5206\u3067\u7d42\u308f\u308a\u307e\u3059

\u3061\u3087\u3063\u3068\u3057\u305f\u6687\u3064\u3076\u3057\u306b\u306f\u6700\u9ad8\u3067\u3059\uff01. I am
totally new to the Hidden Object fanchise, but I was introduced to Return to Ravenhearst by my girlfriend who has been an avid
fan since childhood. It was an absolute blast to play this game! Having just finished playing the first Ravenhearst this is a
MASSIVE improvement graphics and story wise. Much more is happening, everything is relatively interactive and the scenes
are well crafted. I thoroughly enjoyed the story and a little warning: some of the puzzles do require some careful thought, there
is limited handholding int his game (besides the sparkles which denote something of interest). A fun, challenging mystery game
that will be most enjoyable if you fully immerse yourself and play it in one or two sittings without a big break in between.
Thoroughly recommend this game if you are a fan of the genre!

Note: the game has bad scaling problems on Windows 10. You will need to change your monitor settings to 800x600 to play this
game in full screen mode, which can be a minor inconvenience. Worth it tho!. It's likely that anyone reading reviews for Avadon
3 has likely played the first two, and perhaps some other games by Spiderware Software too. "More of the same" is an accurate
description, since there haven't been any huge changes to the game, and it's a continuation of the story that began and progressed
in the first and second games. This time round, Avadon finds itself in the awkward situation of having two keepers, as well as
fighting a prolonged, fractured war on several different fronts from enemies both within and without the Pact. You're a young
Hand who's been dropped into the middle of this confusing situation and - as with any other Spiderweb game - you're supposed
to navigate through the events of the game via combat and intrigue while deciding which of several imperfect factions deserves
your support the most.

The UI is mostly the same, with a few cosmetic changes here and there (nothing that'll confuse anyone who's played the first
two games). The mechanics feel very similar too. The only major changed I noticed was that you now recover all mana after a
fight, instead of some of it (in my opinion it makes the game easier, seeing as now no longer have to "hold back" your most
powerful spells, since all your spell energy will recover after a fight anyway, except for a tiny slither in the event that you get
knocked unconscious). The skill trees have been changed slightly, but it's nothing too major. There's some new spells for mages,
although I feel like one AoE one in particular is a little OP.

Although I get the impression I'm only about a quarter of the way into the game, I can already feel my loyalties being tugged in
at least three different directions. In between trying to end both a civil and a foreign war, there are plenty of opportunities to
make money,♥♥♥♥♥♥people off and gather potted plants for your lovelorn enemies. There are several new companions to get
to know, along with some returning faces, and following in the style of the previous games, they all seem to have their own
niggling problems that they'll pester you with.

Overall, I've enjoyed it, but that's not too surprising considering that I also enjoyed the first two games.
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List of cons I've found so far:
- Usual Spiderweb problem of minimal sound and perhaps too few sprites for the game.
- Suffers from lack of proof-reading (at least 7 or 8 spelling mistakes that I've found so far, along with a bit of strange grammar
at times)
- Khalida
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